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Rand F are the measure of more than just one variable; consequently, it's difficult to be very precise about it, although certain
things must be kept in mind in connection with some of the dynamic
meaning of Rand F.
(Masculinity and femininity:

not in the sexual connotation --

rather the characteristics of behavior which are more appropriately
masculine or feminine within the American cultural context.)

In its

initial response state, and particularly in combination with E, R
carries certain kinds of behavior and certain kinds of interests that
are more masculine than feminine in the American culture.

F carries

with it, particularly in combination with E, certain kinds of behavior
which are more characteristically feminine.

The significance of this

is that a woman with an R adjustment is going to be under much more
pressure to modify and change some of her initial response state
characteristics a good deal more actively or violently than a woman
who is F.

Conversly, a male who is F is going to be under a considerable

amount of pressure because the behavior that he is likely to manifest
spontaneously is less appropriate or less likely to be condoned than a
man who is R.

Part of the reason for this is that F carries with it a

considerable amount of sensitivity, and that sensitivity is likely to
manifest itself in certain kinds of emotional (or lack of emotional)
manifestations.

In general, an R is less emotional than an F.

This does not mean that an R is unemotional.

Rather, the subtle

cues, subtle ways, etc. are such that the sensitivity of the F individual
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is likely to precipitate certain kinds of 'emotionality more quickly than
it does in the R.

And the R individual is going to be harder to arouse;

but once arousal takes place, there can be a conSiderable amount of
emotional! ty.
EXAMPLES:

The EF child is likely to cry easily.
The ER girl is likely to be a tomboy.
The EF boy is likely to receive a good deal of pressure to
overcome "Sissy" characteristics.
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Since he has insight

and the knowledge that he is too soft, he works very hard
in the direction of being tough.

Consequently, an EF

adolescent boy may be quite bullyish, quite tough.

A

Hell's Angel is likely to be an EF who has been forced to
develop some kind of masculinity.

The ER is not nearly

as likely to have to prove his toughness or masculinity,
or to be as defensive about his masculinity, etc.
This leads into one of the more complicated concepts in the PAS --that of cruelty, and how it manifests itself.

An R individual can be

cruel, but in most instances, the "R" is cruel because he is unaware of
what he is doing.

There is likely to be a thoughtlessness involved

the R individual may be so selfishly involved in his own particular
needs, that in his demands to get them, he becomes relatively insensitive
to the effect that he is having on the people ih his envrionment.

So

the cruelty does not have a conceptualized aspect to it; and, often a
characteristic of a relatively mature adult R individual who has strongly
moved in the direction of learning how to be humanitarian and understandin:
and perceptive is that he can be strangely cruel in some of his
rela tiol1ships.

EXA11PLE:

The IR minister who is so zealous and humani tarir

and whose children tell you he is cruel. "This is a

func~¥o\l ~Q

the R

individual who is unaware that he is behaving in contradictory ways.
The ER male moving in the direction in which he becomes a military officer
or policeman, on the basis of which he develops a great deal of conceptualized knowledge of what is right and what is wrong, and subsequently
moves very much in the direction of being sure that what he is doing is
right.
..... :- ...

He will be very humanitarian and very loving in his relation-

ships with his wife, his children, and his mother, and perhaps spend a
good deal of his spare time helping adolescent boys in an athletic
association; and yet, with regard to an adolescent who he describes as a
"punk," he can be unfeelingly cruel in the way in which he deals with
him; and can be quite unfeeling toward him .
.The F individual has to learn to be cruel.

Any F individual is

likely to find the process of fighting, as an activity when he is
growing up, very· distasteful and very frightening.

The only way he can

move in the direction of overcoming this early amount of fear is by
learning to control and move in the direction of being quite unfeeling.
But, to a certain extent, an F individual when he is "unfeeling," is
unfeeling in a very "feeling" way.
that the R does.

He does not have the insulation

The R individual is insulated -- is unaware of what

is going on, is not reacting in any way.

The F individual is aware of

what's going on, and has to react negatively to'what's going on.

Con-

sequently, to a certain extent, the F individual has a capacity in the
extreme sense, of becoming SADISTIC.
Being sadistic is something entirely different than being cruel, because the concept of sadism means, in a sense, that the person enjoys
"hurting" someone

that is, he enjoys his capacity to keep his feelings
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in check and to do things to people which-would ordinarily be disabling
to him.

Therefore, in some instances, F individuals have a capacity

to be extremely sadistic when they move in a direction of relating or
responding to other people.
Many of the conflicts that have existed over the years in connection
with educational theory, can be explained partly in terms of Rand F
behavior in relationship to early learning.

An R system of learning is

likely to be one on the basis of which the individual is trained in
the fundamentals (reading, writing, etc.) and then spend the rest of his
life training him to use what he has learned.

The F individual is

likely to think in terms of training on the basis of the forcing of
discipline, the thwarting of spontaneity, the business of keeping someone so busily engaged in dealing with the fundamentals that he actually
begins to inhibit the individual rather than causing him to develop in
a particularly healthy way.
In conducting research on a long-estaBlished educational system to
~

,

determine its effectiveness, you must seek out and consider the casulties

r of

that particular system.

In a system where the primary method of
IZ

education is the rote learning of the fundamentals, the
the ones who are confused -- the F individuals.
-

of education, the R individual is the

~

cas~lty.

cas~lties

are

In the progressive system
Consequently, there is a

tendency to swing back and forth between the two systems rather than take
into account the most effective kind of learning style for the individual.
However, F individuals learn by insight and R individuals learn by trial
and error.

Consequently, you have to have both systems.

Mechanical ability is essentially a trial and error type of thing.
R individuals tend to be mechanically effective; F individuals tend to be

/
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mechanically inept.

In connection with tnis, the effort necessary to

overcome their initial response state becomes important.

EXAMPLE:

F individuals are likely not to have good athletic ability.

If it is

important for him to learn athletic ability, he may be so poor at it
that he runs away or he may work so hard at it in compensation that he
begins to excello

"1
'
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So although most athletes might be R's, the really

great athletes might be F's,

Most piano players are R's, but the really

great pianists might be F's.
Theodore Roosevelt was an IF child -- self-involved, narcissistic,
.

"

sickly -- who in the process of maturing overcame his IF adjustment to

"

become the epitome of an ER, the outdoorsman personified, the great
athlete, etc.
The IF individual in his initial response state is fundamentally the
person who is least aware of his external environment because he is so
totally aware of his internal environment.

If the IF individual is

ever made to discover the external world, it begins to be a very exciting
kind of thing; and he is likely to spend the rest of his life being so
excited because he is constantly discovering things going on outside
himself that he didn't know were there.
The EF individual is likely to start by being unduly aware of
everything going on in his environment, and may move to control his
tendency to be so distracted.

The EF might be very proud that he has

developed intellectual interests; the older he gets, he might be more
and more excited because he is finding new kinds of ways of developing his
intellectual curiosity.
Truman Capote is an example of an IFU writer.

He was almost a

SChi!zoPhrenic child; but, as an adult, he is extremely effective as a

AI,
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non-participant observer of everything going on around him and is able
to report it in his writing.
The capacity to be vicarious -- the non-participant observer.

The

EF individual is likely to be an individual who has had to control his
tendency to be responsive and to react.

he is likely to move in the

direction where he begins to use displacement in the sense of being able
to be a relatively non-participant observer of things going on around
-.':.-;-.;

him.

An EF individual is going to have considerably more of a capacity

to be able to enjoy other people's pleasure.

In the extreme, the EF

individual is very likely to be a voyeur or "peeping Tom" in that he
gains a great deal of satisfaction in being able to see the things going
on around him.
An IF, in the extreme, is likely to be an exhibitionist -- by
exhibiting himself, he hopes to move someone else in the direction of
getting involved with him in an externalized sort of way.
A general characteristic of EF adjustments is that they will have
a voyeuristic quality to them
participant satisfaction,

that is, a capacity to gain non-

The EF is likely to get more fun out of

watching a football game than to play in the game,

He may get interested

in drama, in a sense, to have the vicarious emotionality of the things
happening on the stage.

The EF housewife (in an uncompensated adjust-

ment) gains much more emotional satisfaction watching soap operas on TV
than an ER housewife.
The IF individual, with his exhibitionist characteristic, is likely
to be ostentatious or careful or cautious in relationship to keeping clean.
An IF individual is going to have much mere awareness of the need to
keep clean and of how they look'; and be wi lling to wear a mini-skirt
wi thout any element of embarrassment .

OCO~4
The ER and IR individuals are going to have a greater need to
participate to gain reassurance that they are a part of something, and
they will gain little satisfaction out of voyeurism.

An EF might love

a pornographic movie, whereas an ER might find nothing interesting about
it and might be very hostile to it because it is a non-participating
act.
An IR is very likely to be opposed to the exhibitionism of the IF.
The IR is likely to be concerned with the IF's exhibitionist tendencies
in the same way the ER is concerned about the EF's voyeuristic
tendencies.
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. Lecture Series II

Lecture 3

and this :L~J~lirtly a warm-up for A & U "/. because again with R & rf
about R & N the
,
and with A & U as I said/ last time it measures so many different things
that it kind of hard to b¥7f¥ecise about
things

¢:~¢]lit/#

that I think

y

it

.

but thelEe are ,certain

that you have to bear in mind in connection

with some of the dymnaniic meaning of R

&

Jf ~nyway.

,and the first thing

that':J: realized I hadn't talked very much about last time is something
,

that had,to do with again
masculinity and fem;Lninity.

for want of better terms Igoing to call
I want to be' very sure that you understand

that t'm not talking sex now when I'm talking masculinity and femininity.
I'm talking about the characteristics of behavior which are more appropriately
feminine at least run an American culture than those things that are
appropriately masculine in ,an Ameri'can culture.

~nd

to a certl?-in ext'ent

and continually as it relates to, when it combines with our - or is
ca'rried with it in its initial response stage - certain kinds of behavior
. certain kinds of interest, if you will, which are certainly,in our
American culture' more masculine·than they are feminine.
it alsop particularly when it's placed with E.

F carries with

But of course this is

also true as fa:r; as I is.concerned but not in quite the same way" because
it's not reflec'ted in the overt behavior in quite the same way.that F
carries with it .certain characteristics, certain mode.s of behavior which
are morechl?-racteristically feminine.

Now the significance of this is

that a woman with an R'adjustment is going to be under much more pressure
to

modify'cl and change some of• her initial response state character-

istics wttl'i a good deal more actively or more violently than if she
and conversely, an individual, a male, who is

is going to be

under Elonsiderable amount, much inore pressure if you will in the sense
that the.bepavior, that he is likely to maniliest spontaneously is less
appropriate or less likely to be condoned than if he is R. Now part of
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the reason for this is that F carries with' it ,a certain amount, of
1

'sensitivity, as I meptioned before, in fact a considerable amount ofl
sensitivity and that sensitivity is likely to manifest itself in certain
kinds of emotional manifestations or conversery less emotional manifesta,

tiol;!s and a general rule in terms of this that an R individual in general
is , use the word, less emotional than is an F.

Now again, I have problems

when I talk about this because it sounds as though I'm saying that an R
individua1.is non-emotional and an F individual is emotionaL
saying that at all.

I'm not

I'm saying that the subtle ways ,the various things

in 'terms of thi,s is that the sensitivity the F individual ,is likely to
,

.

precipitate certain kinds of emotionality quicker than it is in the R
,individual and the R individual is going to be harder to arouse but once
a'rol.,lsal takes ,place. there can be a considerable amount of emotionality
,

so it could to an extent, in terms of this, try to use it as an example'
, '

here, , the EF child is likely to be prone to cry easily.

trfi When the

feelings are hurt, and its very relatively easy to hurt the feelings,
Jikely to be precipitated with some kind of emotional or
inappropriate
.
"

emotional outburst.

,

Now again, ,in relationship to.this a boy Wo cries

easily in a masculine environment is' certainly going to have a considerable
amount of pressure placed upon him in terms of not being
that particular way.

By the same token,

the R in R girl, who does not show the appropriate sensitivity or the "
appropriate emotionality that they had in relation to this is going to be
under pressure in a sense to move and learn to be appropriately feminine.
Therefore, acharacteristic to a certain extent, and I can say it is almost
,generally in some form although it is very hard to pick up, is that an·
ER girl will have a history somewhere in her life, in terms of being
c<;ltagorized, c<;llled, for,ced to will be cal.1ed tomboyish for these
#'"
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there will be tomboy characteristics in her relation¢'-

ships in her early adjustment stage, a period of 'time on the basis of
which there will be a tendency for her to be much more willing and much
more acceptable to

'~doing

the kind of things that are more appropriate

,

than climbing' trees and playing football tand being tough, the various
"

things in relationship to this is likely to be an early manifestation
of the result., In the same token an EF individual male, in the early
period

o~

his time is likely to

~ve

in a directiom on the basis of what

there will ,be some sissy-characteristics, if I can use that as the word
to try to describe the relationship to this, and is likely to be placed
under a considerable amount

~

of pressusre in the early part of their

life in terms of trying to overcome these characteristics.

We do get the

phenomena in connection with this as an EF boy who is likely to move very
far in the direction of becoming very tough because he has had a considerable
'experieneRifus a consid",rable amount of insight in his attempt that he has
to solve therefore he works very. hard in the direction of being

""-/:f

tough and an EF adolescent male is very possible for him to become quite
a worl.dish, quite tough and also because he has a certain amount of in-'
sight in terms of awareness of other pecple's
behavior in terms of this.
,
The F individual can move very
in many instances move in the
direction by adolescence.
need

He has a considerable amount

of capacity to

other individuals and the phenomena of the guys that are

forcing someone to play chicken with

il/."-.. an automobile, and the Hell's

Angels kind of male is more likely and EF who has been under strong
pressure to move intoyarrectionof developing some kind of masculinity
than not.

The ER is not nearly as likely to be under the pressure to

have to prove his toughness or be as defensive about his toughness and
so forth and consequently this ,leads in the one ;~f the very complicated
concepts of the PAS has to do with the business of cruelity

in'te~6~~

i
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I

i
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trying to find a little bit about what cruel, how it_manifests itself.
An R individuql can ,be cruel but in most instances an R individual is
c,ruel because he is unaware of what he is doing. If you follow what I
mean, there is likely to be/ehoughtless that is involved in it and the
\

R individual may be so selfishly involved in his own particular needs
that the demands to get them

w~it¢

he becomes relatively insensitive

to the effect that he's having on the people in his environment, so the
cruelness does not have a conceptualized aspect of it and you will often
find a characteristic

o~

a relatively mature adult or individual who has

strongly moved into the direction of learning to be humanitarian in
learning to be understanding and how to be perceptive who can::;be strangely
cruel in some of his relationships.

Now, again one of the examples. that

I've tried to give in the past is to a certain extent an R primitive
individual going thru a maturation process he might-move into the direction'
of which he developed the considerable

a~ount

of humanitarian zeal, if you

6110w what I mean, he can move in the direction and develop a high sense
of sociaL a:bility, he can move in a direction on the basis 6f where he
~comes

a leading minister in a church, I use this as an example in terms

of this and being generally known as an extremely good man, but if you talk
....to his son or his 'daughter there going to say he shows i1Jl many incidences
a cbnsiderable amount of cruelty or lack of understanding, lack of judgement,
and so ,forth, in relationship

til to the behavior of those people who are

nearest and dearest to him.

Now this is a function of the R individual

who'is unaware of the fact that he is behaving in contradictory wa:vs,
in logic typecompartmentation;

The ER individual for example, might move

into the direction and I've seen'this as \ an example in terms of this, the
'

ER male moving into a direction in which he goes into something like a
military officer'or policemltn, WHIch i-s perhaps a better example to use in
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relationship to this, as a policeman he it may be able to develope a
great deal of conceptualized knowledge of i~i what is right ~ii~0$i and
what is wrong and can mov'e very much in the direction of being i~~/ sure
that what he is doing is ~ right and be 'very humanitarian ~, he'll be
very loving in relationship to' his children, very. loving in his relation~
ship to his wife, love his mother in his relational movie sense in terms
of this will be active in
in spending all
of his time in spare time

in terms of looking after the interest of

adolescent boys for eX{lmple in terms of this and yet until the very
of logic type

or the contridictorybehavior that once

in adolescnete is defined as a "punk" he can ,be unfeelingly cruel in
the way in which he deals with an ind{vidual when he feels that that
individual is defined in such a way that he can be cruel or unfeeling
and bn the othr hand the F individual to a certain extent
has to learn to be cruel and :t really mean it as a

in reiltation-

ships with them. He really has to learn to be cruel -because to a certain
:etent his inferiority, his anxiety, the variety thing thing in terms of
this is that an EF individual is likely to find the process of fighting
as an active

he is growing up.

Very distasteful, very frighten-

ing, the 'only way that he can move in the direction of overcoming this
early amount offear is by learning to control and move into the direction
i4/~

of being quite unfeeling but to i~ a certain extent the Findividual

when he is unfeeling is unfeeling in a very feeling way.

Now there is

not the insulation, and this. is one of the ways of trying to differentiate
between R behavior and F behavior is the R individual is insulated, that
is he is unaware of what is going on.
way.

Therefore is not reacting in any'

The F individual is aware of what is going on and therefore has to

react negatively to what is going on so to a certain extent the F individual has a capacity in the extreme sense of becoming sadistic.

Now being
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moves in the direction
and then is sometimes complicated because he does
,
not have the capacity to do rote learning witho,ut a considerable amount
of effort. Now, again, in relationship with this, you can find an ER
individual growing up in ~ society which is rich in language. The ER
individual often times will have a considerable amount of capacity to
learn in a rote way the very complex vocabulary
of the soc,ietyI that he
,
g:ows up in but you can get many instances with these particular individuals is that they will know many words but will make a considerable
amount of misuse of words· that they have learned because they do not
have a real understanding. Theres likely to be a
standing
quali ty in 'lVtrlll: relati~nshipto this. Again ,in terms of this, an R
individual is often times is able to learn' in a relatively rote way
without very much effort particularly
he's going to'have
a considerable amount of capacity to imitate what is going on around
him and his r/IriiIf-it. memorization is a requirement i,n r~lationship to the
world that he lives in. The IR" the combination of being I and R means
that the person is likely with very 'little effort to have a tremendous
amount of capacity to learn things like poetry, mUltiplication tables
or alphabets or state capitals or any number of things like 'this with=
out any particular effort but at the same time will not be'able to
utilize the amount of material he has memorized unless someone has moved
into the direction and may be giving him some kind of understanding.
The reason I'm ,very down on this is that many of the conflicts that
have existed ,over the years in connection with educational theory il:ri can
~~~t~XiI be explained in terms of Rand F behavior in relatinnship to
ear;Ly learning; That an R system of learning is largly to be one on
the basis of which the fundamentals if you follow what 1; mean-reading,
writing and arithmetic-the fundamentals ,'are the things you train an
individual, then you spend the rest of his life training him to use
what he's learned. This is heA~thy R thinking in relationship to how
to move into the direction to util~ze f- something. The F individual, on
the other hand, is ,likely to be thinking in terms of training on the basis
of the forcing, the discipline, the thwarting of sponeaneity, the business
of keeping somebody so busily engaged in dealing with the fundamentals
actually begins to inhibit the individual ,rather than to cause him to
develop in a particularly
healthy way, so in one particular period a
\
progressive educational 'school would'develop--let me say this right because this is very important~-if you have any given system of education
;

wit
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going on for a period of time and you are going to do res,earch' on it
to try to find out the effect\ivness of that education youl'Sare going to
sort out the people with the causalties of their education.

Consequently

i f you take the history of education in the U.S. during the first 15

years of this century a period of time on the basis of which education
research
, began to be something that we were going to look into, and
,

period of time on the basis of

ti~¢which

the

fundamentals and rote learning

and the various things in relation-t9l ship to, this' was the primary method
of education, obviously as you begin looking in terms of this you would
fit;ld that the causal ties o'f this were essentially the ones who 'were confused, ~~9l the Ones who did not have the capacity to be thwarted in
,the various things in terms of this and that you would then have the
feeling in the relationship to changing the method of education 'would
keep being inhibited in effective
rote learner would give them an
,
opportunity. So you move over and start the progressive system of
education as a revolt

i~

if you will against

~he

former one which was

in a sense what happened' to the U.S. around the ' 20s, beginning in 'the
'20s in

thi~

country wws the type of thing that Dewey and so forth were
,

begihning to come up with in places like in teachers college in Columbia
and you taught in a progressive school system and then you began
to study the caaualties of the progressive school system what you
, would begin to find is that the R individual where the casualties
of the progressive school system.
cases

~

These people were doing in many

quite effectively more effectively than what people were

giving them credit for in the previous system but as they moved into
this one so you have a tendency to swing back and forth into the various
systems of education rather than

take into account what represented

the most effective kind of learning style/ehe individual concerned or
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the process otf assessment, is much more important in terms of this
and I know in fact policy in the '30s is the period of time I was
trying to work my way trough the very complex learning theories as
particular
were ta~ked about at that/time. I'm not aware or knowledgable of
them now but there used to be a tremendous amount of conflict and
real conflict in relationship to. whether people, this was largely on
rap studies and then later on they began to move interms of some of
the primate studies of learning in relation to this as what a person
learned by trial or error or whether he learned by insight.

iNow

actually F individuals learn by insight or individuals learn by trial
and error.

At least that't the statement that I made in relationship

to this that you have to have both kinds of
be effective in terms of it

systems~

to get people to

and you can not make any given

theories in my opinion, any theory of learning which doesn't take into
account that insight learning exists in some people, trial and error
exists in the other and that you can sit around and argue the point
from here to Kazoo and it would only be academic.

See what I--You get

a.little feel--some feel for Rand F, both in relationship to things like
rote learning, things like insight, things like
and something else that they didn't talk about which is mechanical
ability. Now mechanical ability essentially is a trial and error type
of thing on the basis of which if you've got an individual who learns
without understanding many times you can get him to begin-if you are
a good teacher--you can get an R individual
to do certain kinds of things.

So in a general sense F individuals

tend to be mechanically inept, tend to be.
mechanically effective.

relatively easy to learn

R individuals tend to be

Now again, don't misunderstand me, I'm not

saying that everyone who has mechanical ability

Ii and is an adult is

an R and everyone who doesn't is an F, but I am saying that in terms
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of the effort or the thing

t~~t/ti

which is necessary for them to

overcome from their initial response state because they have a considerable
amount of influence and connection with this.

I mean again, an F

individual is likely not to have very good athletic ability and this
can be used as an example in terms of this.

If-if it is important

for him to begin to learn athletic ability he may eit¥er become so
poor at it that he runs away from it or he may work so hard at it over
a period of time that he really begins to #r/-rf-# excell at i t so altho
most athletes might be Rsthe really great athlete might be F.
follow mykeasoning? A thing like learning to play the piano.
learn to play the piano with relatively little effort.

Do you
Rs can

F individuals

are going to make a considerable amount of effort and consequently they
may not learn at all or if they are forced to learn

~t

over a period of

time to learn and move into the direction of the basis of which they
learn very well in terms of this they will have overcome-we shall overcome--and we are talking about overcoming now-you get the same statement
most piano players are Rs but your great pianist might be an F.
ability.

Most Fs have trouble doing any kind of drawing work.

instances.

Painting
In many

On the other hand they may begin to develop in this particular

direction on the basis

~~

of which they overcome they get the right kind

of training they go through the process of learning how to do it.

Make

the same statement Most people with drawing ability are all Rs but they
are likely to be a greattt many individuals who are great painters
in terms of this are Fs or FAs.

Given an example of this-for

example I happen to think that Theodore Roosevelt was an IF and he was
an IF who grew up in a relationship as often an IF as a relatively
narcistically self-involved, sickly child who began to move into the
direction of overcoming his IF initial response state and consequently
when you move into the direction?there youre getting as a young adult
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he begins to be the outdoorsman personified 4 - the ER personified--and a
very effective one and a great athlete, a great
things in relation to this.

all kinds of

The same thing, I happen to think -oh who

wrote the "Oregon Trail"--Francis Parkman, I think Parkman is right, that
doesn't sound right to me right now.

Parkman, was a fellow who again was

an IF who in direction on the basis of which he lived in the-New England
difficulty seeing, was very sickly, was sent on a tour of the praries
in order to regain his health which was a positive thing to do in the
40s and 50s in connection with this and was able to endure

~~¢

extremely

well in relationship to this because he had a great number of things he
had to overcome.

Henry Meltvile, Moby Dick, Richard Dana all of these

are to me early examples of for example IF who worked because they were
were moved out into a direction which they had to overcome
certain kinds of tendencies they had and then became extremely effective
I mean one

i

of the things in relationship to this, the IF individual

in what I'm talking about and his initial response state is fundamentally
is least aware of his external environment.
his internal environment.

Because he is so totally of

Now one of the things that can happen in the

IF individual is that the IF individual if he is ever made to discover
that world out there it begins to be a very exciting thing and he is
likely to spend the rest of his life being so excited because
and it would not be unusual for and EF individual to become

very

preoccupied and very proud of the fact that he had developed intellectual
interests and the older he or she gets might become more and more
excited because they're finding new kinds of ways of developing their
intellectual curiosity so its not at all
int~llectually
.

t

unusual for EF adults to be

very curious and not particually interested environmentalist
.

~

an¢ IF individual to be extremely and fantasticallY4but environmentally
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curious rather than intellectually curious.

And to a certain extent

many a writer, a --best example to me of an IF writer is Truman Capote
and if you read anything about Truman Capote's early life you will find
he was an extremely, almost schizophrenic child and he still course
he still has all the characteristics,

he's an IFU

in terms of this but he becomes

which are

extremely effective as a non-participate observer of all the things
going on around him and to be able report them which now leads me up
to the last thing that, I hope is the last thing that I talk about in
terms of Rand F.

The one aspect of it that I haven't talked about

before in relationship to this and this has to do with the capacity
to be vicarious and by vicarious

in a sense, the non-partici-

patant observer the EF end of it is likely to be an individual who has
had to control his tendency to be due responsive and to react. Therefore
one of the directions he is likely to move is in the direction on the
basis of which he begins to use displacement in the sense of being
able to be a relatively non-participant observer at things that are
going on around him and an EF individual the characteristics that might
be in terms of this kind of a person is that as an EF he is going to
have considerable more capacity in being able to enjoy other kinds of
pleasure now again -in other people's pleasures. Now to use the
extreme to try to talk about a relationship to this the EF individual
is much likely to be

. A

and the general a peeping

tom in relationship to this in the basis of which he gains a great deal
of satisfaction in being able to see things going on outside of him. A
IF

t~¢tft¢~ii

in the extreme the use is in terms of this is much more

likely to be ain IF,

~an

exfuibitionist is more likely to be an IF in the

sense that ±n exhibiting himself he hopes to be able to move someone else
to move to the direction of getting involved with him and in his particular
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kind of a term but in an externalized sort of a way.

Now in terms

t

of this the a general characteristic of EF adjustment and I'm going to
use the general term voyaristic characteristics. By voyaristic I'm
talking in terms of this a considerable amount of capacity to gain nonparticipant satisfaction

the EF is likely to get more

fun out of watching the football game than playing in a football game.
Now that's an

accent to what I'm talking about in relationship to this.

He may become very much interested in drama for example, in the sense
that they have the vicarious emotionalities of what is going on in the
gain
stadium. The EF relatively uncompensated EF housewife is going to )Si a
suitable amount of much more emotional satisfaction, empathy )Sy and so
forth by watching soap
than maybe an ER

)S~t

operas~ll

day long on television in relationshffip

likely to do in relationship to this because there

is a movement of identification as they psychodynamic is likely to be
much more precise, much more fixed to move into the direction in
The ER

ttfi~~

of

or the R individual is going to-IF is going to have exfuibitionist

&aracteristics.

IF because--exhibitionists characteristics IF because

exhibitionist characteristics in terms of this are likely to be people
who are obstentagious or careful or very cautious in relationships to
keeping clean for example.
aware~ess

An IF individual is going to have much more

of the need to keep clean and how they look or be willing to

a mini-skirt without any element of embarasment or various things in terms
of this that is much more likely to be exhibitionistic characteristic
in the

extre~e

in IF.

The ER and IR on the other hand in terms of this

are going to have to have much more of a need to participate, to be part
of to gain as a reassurance of the fact that they are participating in
something and they will have relatively little ability for example in some
instances of gaining any particular

satisfaction.~

An ER would gain very
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little satisfaction out of voyarism for example.
pornagraphic movie.

An EF might love a

An ER is likely to find absolutely nothing at all

interesting in relationship to it, and be very hostile because of the
idea that this is a non-participating act.
much opposed to the exhibitionism of the IF.

An IR is likely to be very
The IR is likely to veFY

concerned to a certain extent about many of the IF exhibitionistic
tendencies as the ER is likely to be concerned with the EF's voyaristic
psychological voyaristic tendencies.

or

